
 

 
1st January 2022 

 

Notice to deprecate API endpoints on Port 81 - Update 
 
Hivedome will be deprecating the API endpoints currently on port 81. 
 

Background 
 

Back in March 2021 we sent notification that the API v.1.0 accessed via port 81 would be deprecated and replaced 
by a new Events webservice that would be accessed via port 5710: 
 
‘Over the next few months, we will be looking at making some improvements to ITAS Events and the ITAS API. This 
will involve the deprecation of API v1.0 and all endpoints currently accessed via port 81. Improvements will include 
the addition of https security and the consolidation of events endpoints into one WebService.’ 
 
Since making this announcement, Hivedome have reviewed the requirements for this change, and although we plan 
to continue with the transition, there have been some changes made to our approach.  
 
The previous plan would have involved the introduction of a new ITAS-Events database that would have required the 
migration of subscriber records, subscriptions, topics etc. from the existing events database. To avoid any possible 
complications associated with those changes, the transition has now been simplified, requiring just the following: 
 

• Update to trader desktop config  

• Update to itascomapp.config 

• Update to url used by middleware/integration   
 
This new approach will ensure that the existing events database will continue to be utilised removing the 
requirement for any database migrations.  
 
For more information on the enhancement of the Events API, please see the link below: 
 
Events API v2 – ITAS Help 
 

Requirements 
 

As previously requested, Hivedome require the below details: 
 
‘Many of these endpoints have already been replicated and made available in the latest version of the ITAS API 
which can be accessed via port 5710, but we request that you provide us with details of any endpoints you might be 
using in API v1.0 so that we can ensure that all those required are made available in the latest version and that we 
can support your move to these new end points before support for port 81 is removed.’ 
 
Hivedome will no longer support port 81 after January 2023. We are therefore aiming to switch all sites to port 5710 
before this time.  
 
 

For more information or assistant with this matter, please contact your ITAS representative or support team. 

ITAS WebService Updates  
  

https://itashelp.hivedome.net/en/help-guide/itas-services/alerts-notifications/itas-events-services/events-api-v2/

